Literacy
We will be learning the skills of reading and writing
by focussing on myths and biographies. We will
create our own Greek Myths based on the myths we
have read in school. We will explore recounts
looking specifically at biographies that will link into
our Victorian topic. As well as this, we will continue
to use Talk 4 Writing across our English units to
rehearse the texts and then innovate them.

Science
We will learn about materials and
their properties. We will
investigate which materials are
magnetic, hard, transparent,
flexible and permeable.

Spanish
We will be learning more simple
Spanish phrases.
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Physical Education
Mrs Burnett will continue to take
our physical education sessions.
These sessions will take place on a
Tuesday and Friday afternoon.

We will be looking at printing and
collecting different artists work to
cover the skills needed to produce
colourful art printing work.

Our focus will be looking at
fractions and in particular, finding
equivalent fractions, adding
fractions and simplifying
fractions. It’s really important the
children know their tables as this
will help them with this.

Music
History
We will be learning about the
Victorians looking specifically at
Victorian children. We will
compare Victorian schools to our
school as well as demanding jobs
that Victorian children had to do.

We will continue to look at musical
vocabulary such as pitch, timbre and
tempo and use the Glockenspiels to
perform our compositions.

Religious Education

ICT
Art

Numeracy (Y4)

Our focus this half term will be
looking at coding – in particular, we
will be using a command line
prompt to give simple instructions
to compile a basic computer
programme.

Our topic this term will be looking at if
churches are all the same. We will
investigate and compare different churches
around the UK as well as the whole world.
We will study the Pentecost and look at why
this was important in the inclusion of the
church.

